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Friday, March 1,1985

Young pupils
fear science
staff reporter
Ask what an elementary student's favorite part of the school
day is and the reply might be
recess, gym or perhaps reading.
But few will say that science is
the course most enjoyed.
One reason that students do
not like science is because they
develop anxious feelings about
the course at an early age,
according to a recent study done
by Leigh Chiarelott, director of
graduate studies in education
and Charlene Czerniak, a teacher at Kenwood Elementary
School, Bowling Green.
"We knew that there was a
correlation between anxiety and
achievement at the high school
and university level, because
many future teachers are petrified about teaching science,"
Chiarelott said. "But we felt
fairly certain that this anxiety
developed at an early age."

Schools to use
excess profits
from lottery

Although there are many surveys which test the anxiety level
in older students, none are designed for the elementary-age
child. So Chiarelott, along with
Czerniak, developed a survey
geared to elementary students.
TOE SURVEY was designed
to determine how anxious students felt about four areas of
science. These include applying
both direct and general scientific principles, taking science
tests and demonstrating scientific knowledge in front of others.
Students were asked to rate 40
questions on a scale ranging
from 'very calm' to 'very nervous.' They rated such things as
how they felt studying for a test
in science, visiting a science
museum, lighting a grill for a
barbeque or showing parents a
science test.
"The questions alone wouldn't
be significant, but when you
• See Pupils, page S.

COLUMBUS (AP) - Many
Ohio school districts would have
to spend their share of excess
state lottery profits to remove
asbestos from school buildings
because of legislation which
cleared the Senate 31-1 yesterday.
the proposal forwarded to the
House would distribute an additional $168 million to Ohio school
systems, making the total distribution nearly double the original
$170 million in lottery profits
which had been budgeted for
education during the fiscal year
which ends June 30.
Sen. Oakley Collins, R-Ironton, the bill's sponsor said the
decision to earmark allocations
for most districts stemmed from
rising concerns among lawmakers and school officials about
cancer risk from asbestos in
more than half of the 4,700
school buildings in the state.
A recent Department of Education survey indicated the existence of some asbestos in 90
percent of the buildings but its
presence "in significant
amounts" in 2,800 structures,
Sen. Oliver Ocasek D-Akron, a
coaponaor of the bill, said.

Effective today

New Ohio law requires vision
test before issuing license
COLUMBUS (AP) - In response to a state law which
takes effect today, Ohio's nearly
300 motor vehicle deputies will
begin giving vision tests to drivers who want to renew licenses.
In reminding Ohioans of the
statute, state officials also announced an increase in license
renewal fees, from 16.50 to $7.50,
effective today. The increase is
dnrlgnrl to cover the cost of the
vision testing.
The 30-second test is a simple
chart reading which Michael
McCullion, registrar of the Bureau of Motor Vehicles,, says
most drivers will pass "with
flying colors."
But if the results of the test are
inadequate, the driver then will
be referred to an Ohio State
Highway Patrol post for a more
sophisticated examination.
CALLING THE TESTS long
overdue, McCullion said, "as we
. mature, we aren't always aware
' of changes in our vision, and
many Ohioans haven't been
tested since their first driver's
license was Issued ... This law
will help prevent unnecessary

accidents that could maim or
kill someone."
McCullion recommends that
drivers who have any doubts
about their vision have their
eyes examined prior to the license screening.
Those who are referred to the
patrol should be accompanied
by a licensed driver because of
the possibility that their licenses
could be withheld on the spot
and kept until the test is passed.

BG News/ Joe PheUn

Stepping up

The late afternoon sun cast shadows on the steps of Eppler South as Greg Johnson, junior communications
major, steps up to the door.

THE DEPARTMENT estimated the cost of ellmlnattn
the asbestos problem at
million and said removal
jects would take four of _
years to complete, Ocasek said.
Under the proposal, the
money would go to public school
districts on the basis of $75 per
pupil.

Committee examines minority concerns
by Deborah Schmook
staff reporter
One goal of the 14-member
committee of the Office for Minority Affairs is to provide a
written version of the best possible programming for minority
students.
Mary Edmonds, vice president for Student Affairs, said the
volunteer group is working on
suggestions to make the University more receptive to minorities.

"The committee will look at
all the issues that surround the
negative Impact that being at
BG has for some minority students," she said. "The biggest
concern is the recruitment of
minority students, making it
(the University) a more pleasant place for minorities to be.
"What is it we need to make
minorities comfortable in an
institution that is obviously racist?" she asked.
Edmonds formed the committee in February, in an effort to

gain input in developing the direction of the new Office for
Minority Affairs. The office becomes operational on July 1.
"THIS IS a golden opportunity
to do something creative and
necessary for minorities," she

More than $80 million has been
donated by U.S. citizens to assist
Ethiopians through this famine.
The U.S. government has donated an additional $16 million
in non-food assistance and $135
million in goods.

Revealed identity
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politan area. Here at BG there
are no black or Hispanic
churches," she said.
The committee's members include both undergraduate and
graduate students; blacks, Hispanics and Asians; as well as
• See Committee page 3.

Donations not sufficient
by Benjamin Marrison
news editor

Misty Cwlkllnskl, better known to basketball fans as Frieda Falcon, and Rick Qoeke, better known as Freddie
Falcon, lead the crowd at Wednesday night's basketball game against northern Illinois in singing the alma
mater after being "beheaded."
• See related story page 4

said. Edmonds believes better
programming will draw minorities to the University.
"For example, we need to
provide different minority activities at BG than they do at Ohio
State, where there's a black
church community and a metro-

Education needed

Editor's note: This is the last
of a three-part series on the
current status of Ethiopia and if
US. assistance wilt have any
effect.

|
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Asbestos
removal
needed

Survey created

by Zora Johnson
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It seems as if everyone is
donating money to the cause.
The question is, is this where the
attention should be focused?
Geri Sicola. coordinator of the
New York-based Ethiopian
Emergency Task Force
(EETF), said yesterday that
sending money is the "beginning
to the end of their problems."
"We must continue to grant
them assistance until at least
1986," Sicola said. "They need
food, medical supplies, blankets
... they need a lot of help, and
we have to try to provide them
with what they need."
George Tanber agrees that
donations are a possible solution
- but not the only one.
Tanber, a reporter for the
Toledo Blade who recently spent
six months in Ethiopia, said

A

yesterday that what they need more than anything else - is food
and money.
"THEY NEED immediate assistance," Tanber said. "This is
the only way those people have a
chance (of survival).'
What they have to do is plant
different crops and develop a
better farming system. "They

abuse the land," Tanber said.
Sicola said Tanber'a point is
valid, but what they need most
of aD is seeds, tools and animals
to pull plows. "We have to help
them put seeds in the ground,'
she said.
Ron Seavoy, a history professor who spent 18 months in India, said he agrees mat there

are a number of things Ethiopians can do to survive this famine
and prevent future famines
from occuring.
But the solution is not financial assistance from the western
world. "The money won't help
anybody but the givers - they'll
feel better knowing they tried."
By assisting Ethiopia, "We're
just postponing what's going to
happen again - famine,' Seavoy
said. "We're attempting to save
children who are only going to
die from cholera or tuberculosis.
"AMERICANS WANT to save
the children., the (people with
the advertisements) an pulling
tears from their (donators)
eyes, and money from their
pockets," Seavoy said. "It's just
a form of alms giving."
"(And) when we give them
grain, well that's alms too because we're just giving them our
excess grain that we don't know
what to do with."
Most of the food sent to Ethiopia never reaches its 'frrtmi
tion, Seavoy said. Instead, the
government uses it to support
itself. The money that doesn't
make it to the government is
rnaking some people rich.
"The people who are i"
these tear-j.
are getting rich. Those starving
sranVnBng anything," Sea*"''
• See Famiae, page S.
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-EditorialSterilization bill
is discriminatory

Qtate Rep. John Galbraith (R-Maumee) has an
^alternative for welfare mothers who want to
make babies: a $3,000 incentive to opt for sterilization so the state doesn't have to pay $2,040 for
delivering a child.
While this may be an attractive proposition for a
mother under the age of 30 receiving Aid to Families of Dependent Children (AFDC), Galbraith's
proposal is short-sighted and sexist.
Galbraith says his proposal is an effort "to stem
ever-increasing welfare costs." What he has failed
to recognize, however, is that an average welfare
mother's use of AFDC amounts to three years.
Sterilization lasts a lifetime.
Therefore, we disagree with Galbraith when he
says his plan is one in which "everybody gains,
nobody loses."
Furthermore, the proposal infringes on the potential mothers' choices by enticing them with a
financial incentive. Galbraith is asking poor young
mothers to trade their sexuality for a lump sum of
money in a one-shot deal. Such a hasty move on a
young woman's part could result in a big personal
loss - a loss for females.
Since the representative's proposal neglects to
include males, it is unfair; it discriminates on the
basis of sex.
His reason for not including men is a flimsy one.
He said "you might have some college kids who
need the money for drugs." Since when are men the
only individuals who take drugs?
The money he's proposing to spend would be
better used for temporary birth contol methods
which can be used by both sexes and which don't
ruin a woman's future chances of having children.

Feed pigs, till soil, buy the farm

'Pitching in' to help a farmer
by Art Buchwald
President Reagan, in last
week's radio address, said the
government has done everything it can for the farmer. It is
now time for others to pitch in
and do more - "from officials at
the state level to banks, private
groups and individuals in the
cocnmunity.
I wasn't quite sure what I, as
an individual, could do to help
the farmer. So I drove out to
Culpeper, Va.
"Hi, Farmer Brown. President Reagan told me I should
pitch in and help you. What
exactly can I dor'
"You can buy my farm."
"I don't know much about
farming."
"Shucks, there's nothing to it
All you have to do is get up at 5.
milk the rows, feed the bogs and
see bow many chickens died in
the night from the frost. Any fool
can do that."
"When do you get to play golf
or tennis?"

W

"After you ttU the soil,
plant your seed, spread fertilizer, spray for bugs and dig
furrows for Irrigation."
"Dont you ever get into
town?"
"Sure. You get to go once,
maybe twice a week, to meet
with your banker and explain to
him to why you can't meet the
payments on your loan."
"Dave Stockman says the reason you farmers owe so much
money to the banks Is you keep
speculating in land and buying
new equipment to make windfall
profits at the expense of the
American taxpayer."
"Dave's a good old boy, but he
knows as much about fanning
as he does about drawing up a
balanced budget"
"It wasn't Just Stockman.
President Reagan said the same
thing. The reason you're in so
much trouble is you bet on inflation and you were wrong. Didn't
you bear him Saturday morn"I meant to. But since it was
the weekend I decided to relax
and dig fence holes, repair the

barn, cut down timber, wash my
horse and sit up with a sick calf.
Ill let you have the farm real
cheap.''
"How much money can I
make?"
"You can make a bundle provided the bugs don't get your
corn, the sub-zero temperatures
dont freeze your tomatoes, your
cows dont get pneumonia, tbe
dollar gets weaker and the Russians are starving to death."
"You don't make it sound like
much fun."
"It's a lot of fun, if you're a
gambler. What other business
offers you a chance to bet your
bouse on the crap table once a
year?"
"Tbe people in Washington
say the reason you fanners are
living on the edge is that you're
always producing too much food
and the taxpayers are stuck with
the bill."
"I can't quarrel
We're Just dumb (
know how to grow t"
dont know bow to i
The ideal situation for America
is if we farmers didn't grow

enough food and made everyone
pay through the nose. Then Instead of the taxpayer having to
give us price supports we could
charge him f 15 for a pound of
potatoes. I'm sure those smart
fellows in Washington win be
able to figure out a way of causing s food shortage in the country so we could set a fair price
for our crops. You should buy
my farm now while it's dirt
cheap. Then when Washington
works out a plan there will be so
few farms left you can get $6 for
a quart of raw milk on the open
market"
"It sounds tempting. But I'm
not sure I want to be a farmer.
Even if you make a lot of money
it doesn't sound like you have
much time to enjoy it. Isn't there
some other way I can help you?"
"Well, if you're going back to
Washington you can take this
corn cob with you and tell David
Stockman to stick it in bis ear."
Art Buchwald is a columnist for
the Los Angeles Times Syndicate.

DON'T VIS ALREAPY HAVE ONE Of THOSEf"

Tips for the Soviets
by Cralg Hergart
By now, the news that the
leader of the Soviet Union is
deathly ill is about as surprising
as a television commercial that
uses the term state-of-the-art
It's beginning to seem as if the
Russians are playing a rather
tick game with the Western
world: They pick a leader and
then see if he lives long enough
for us to learn how to pronounce
his name.
With Chernenko about to buy
the collective farm, we can only
hope that the Politburo will do a
better-Job in picking a successor. This time, perhaps, they
will choose a man whose term in
office is longer than the lif espan
of "Finder of Lost Loves." This
time, just maybe, they won't go
for the old.
In the interest of world stability, here's a list of tips for the
Politburo to follow in choosing a
successor. Don't select a comrade:
• Who sneaks a shot of Geritol
during committee meetings.
• Who recalls the opening
night performance of the original production of Tbe Cherry
Orchard.
• Who still refers to Leningrad
as St. Petersburg.
• Whose idea of a new musical

Instrument is the bpifliptfca
• Who buys neckties that
match his age spots.
• Whose idea of recent events
is the October Revolution.
• Who can say "Josef Stalin
was good for Russia" with a
straight face.
• Who frequently asks,
"Where's Anowpov?"
• Who thinks that Tbe Gu
Archipelago is a Polish
• Who views Kruschev's U.N.
shoe pounding as the definitive
statement of Soviet foreign policy.
• Who becomes short of breath
after 15 minutes of waving at the
May Day parades.
Do select a comrade:
• Who wasn't a member of
Trotsky's wedding party.
• Who remembers what acne
is.
• Who knows the lyrics to
"Girls Just Want To Have Fun."
• Whose favorite hypnotist is
Kreskin, not Rasputin.
• Who is willing to appear on a
special "Heads of State Showdown" on "Family Feud."
• Who knows what PC Jr. is.
• Who has more friends in the
phone book than in the Kremlin
Wall.
Craig Hergert is a teaching fellow in English from Slayton,
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Letters
Campus post office
needs more workers
About 10 years ago, when I
was a paperboy for the Mansfield News Journal, a column in
that paper called ''What's Your
Gripe?" was very popular. The
column not only served as an
outlet for many frustrated people, but was also a useful way to
air a legitimate concern. Frequently a problem of some
worth was brought to light in the
column. Today I felt it was necessary to air my gripe concerning the service, or rather lack of
it, at the campus post office.
The problem pertains to the
length of the lines in University
Hafl that are caused by the lack
of sufficient help at the post
office. I am sure most students
and faculty members have had
to deal with this problem at one
time or another. The regular
hours for the post office are
from 9 a.m. to 4:25 p.m. However, the majority of transactions take place during class
changes, or the roughly 10 minutes or so one has before or after
a class. Post office policy seems
to disregard this fact because
only one worker remains at tbe
window even during peak use
times. This, at least, has been
the case whenever I am need of
a stamp. I am especially perturbed when I am in a hurry to
get to class but must wait in an
endless line for what seems an
eternity Just to buy a stamp that
now costs me S3 cents.
Where is tins extra money
going to? I was led to believe the
extra costs were to aid in a more
efficient postal service. Why not
start with tbe campus post office? I roaHm one iwwiflwf to the
problem would be to get to the
post office sooner and avoid the
tines altogether. This Is not a

rational solution, though.
Wouldn't it be a more reasonable solution to have two workers
at tbe office to better serve the
public? The least that could be
done is to have two workers on
duty during the peak business
times.
This is not, however, a University problem. The post office
is run federally, and all complaints should be directed
accordingly. In fact, one worker
I talked to seemed just as upset
by the lack of additional help,
but said it was not up to her
whether any additional people
would be hired.
I am not a griper by nature,
but I encourage others who are
dismayed at our lack of adequate postal service to add
their "22 cents worth" to the
debate. By the way, what's your
gripe?
Jeff Keeae
OCMB2M2

Mac cafeterias
rude to students
I am fed up with the treatment of BGSU food systems,
more specifically McDonald cafeterias management and some
of their employees. Many students are displeased with either
the food or service they receive
at one time or another, myself
more than others.
I bad placed a special order of
eggs to be done over-medium
and explained that I did not want
the white part runny. After waiting 15 minutes, I received the
moat thoroughly rooked, rubbery eggs I had ever seen. At that
time T did not have 18 more
minutes to wait for a correct
order. Another Instance: I had
checked the posted menu, which
stated that noodles were SO
cento. I stood in a long dinner

line for 15 to 20 minutes only to
find that they refused to serve
the noodles by themselves. If
they could not serve them, they
shouid not have been on the
menu. Still another example: I
stood in line for a while for
chicken. When I finally reached
the front of the line they were
out so I asked If I could have an
item from the other line (five
feet away), but was told to go
stand in the other line!
By this time. I had had it and
wrote an itemized complaint to
the management I was pleased
when the manager asked me to
her office to discuss the problems. She was polite and
friendly, but I feel she blocked
out my main point which was
and Is: The cafeteria is like a
restaurant; the "customer
comes first and is always right."
If there is a problem, it should
be hf¥P*** so tiw customer (student) is satisfied. The manager
implied that my run-ins were not
the fault of management, but
that of the employees - employees are not professional cooks,
the cooks did not pull enough
product for tbe day, etc. But
what is a manager if he or she is
not responsible for bis or her
employees?!!?
The top of the king came
when r ordered a birthday cake
a week to advance to be picked
up on Feb. 26.1 went down to get
it at 10 a.m. and it was not in. I
was told it would be in at noon by
an employee manning the desk.
Again, I went down at 1 p jn. and
it still was not in. If this were a
restaurant or store, it would
have been ready to be picked up
at my convenience on the date
stated! I might have understood
if the cafeteria bad given me a
time ft*|Hi1fMafi on the pick-up,
but they did not
In my frustration and anger, I

asked to speak to a manager to
complain. She was very defensive and said it was not the
cafeteria's fault that the cake
had not been delivered. Then I
ask, whose fault is it? I wanted
to give my roommate her cake
when we were both home, which
was at 10 a.m. and at 1 p.m. The
manager said, "How was I
supposed to know that?" I say,
she did not need to know that the pick-up date was Feb. 26.
PERIOD !I am sick and tired of
being taken advantage of and
being treated with disrespect
because I am a student. Students are paying their wages
and I think it is nigh time that
the management live up to their
responsibilities!!!
S. Van Deventer
217 Mae West

Put up your arms
and crow, Doctor
A note to the doctor. In his
commentary in the Feb. 21 issue
of Tie BG News, "Doc" Doherty
takes a quote from Douglas Adams' "Hitchhiker's Guide to the
Galaxy" series on the art of
flying. Well, Doc, Mr. Adams is
not the first person to suggest
toe way to fly. Do you remember
Peter Pan? Mr. Pan said to the
audience in bis musical "Peter
Pan" (named after him, of
course) to put their arms up like
roosters and crow! Cockle-doodle-do! That's right - crow!
That's the way to fly, and dear
Peter thought of it many years
before Mr. Adams was even
born. So, Doc, next time you say
iwmething of such great Importance, do soine research.
122 McDonald East

Local
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Androgyny popular
"Usually when a person disKys traits of the opposite sex,
y are not respected by their
peers - which is a control over
natural behavior," she said.
"The androgynous trend is allowing people to explore and
accept a wide range of behavior without feeling outcast."
Phillips noted the androgynous movement parallels the
unisex movement which occured in the 1970's.
"BASICALLY, the unisex
movement said that it was OK
for men to go to beauty salons,
while the androgynous look
strives for people to be treated
as persons and not necessarily
as male or female," Phillips
said.
Alan Alda and Bill Cosby are
two personalities who display
traits of an androgynous person, Phillips said.
"Bill Cosby portrays a positive fatherly image on television, while Alda works for
and supports the ERA
movement," she said. Both

by Janet Pavasko
reporter

The androgynous look - having both male and female characteristics -found in many of
today's clothing and many
hairstyles, symbolizes a
movement toward equality
among youth.
"In a fashion sense, this is
just a trendy fad which emphasizes comfort over anything else," Brenda Phillips,
visiting sociology instructor,
said.
Besides adding to a new
look, androgyny can also reflect a political statement by
those individuals who adopt
the look, she said.
"However, in a sociological
sense, the androgynous
movement can symbolize political statements," Phillips
said. The androgynous person
displays both masculine and
feminine traits and exhibits a
wide range of behavior, she
said.

■1
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Learning Center.
IN FEBRUARY, a small coalition of University minority
student leaders - ted by Latin
Student Union president Robert
Torres - expressed opposition to
the first objective listed in the
report of the Minority Task
Force.

create an Office for Minority
Affairs.
Edmonds said minority students wrongly interpreted toe
report's first objective to mean
that they would not be able to
choose their club advisers or
have input in the budgeting
process of their organizations.
This is not the case, she said.

The task force was appointed
by University President Paul
Olscamp in 1903 to develop recommendations to enhance minority affairs. Their studies led
to Olscamp's December announcement of the intention to

Edmonds said the report of
the task force was not a final
plan. She said final decisions on
bow the new Office for Minority
Affairs will be controlled win be
in writing by April.

PaHline (Continued from page 1).
It has been estimated that the skills they could be taught.
three to four times as much food "It'sgoing to take coercion.
"WHAT THEY need is a vast
could be produced in Ethiopia.
But the people do not have the amount of coercion," Seavoy
education to know what to do.
said. "They need to take land
Sicola, who spent two and one- control from village councils
half years in Ethiopia, said edu- and put it in the hands of plantacation is a part of development. tion owners or farmers.
By doing this and forcing the
"But it's hard to educate them
when they only have enough workers to use monetization calories (for energy) to sit under something that is not a practice
now, "they will either work, or
a tree in the shade." she said.
Education would help if the starve."
central government would use
"The key factor is the govern-

ment," Seavoy said. "It has to
lay down the law of the land and
enforce it." The problem with
this is that the government is
extremely unwilling to carry its
authority into the country.
"There's nothing anyone can
do effectively. It's up to the
government,'' Seavoy said.
Sicola agrees. "But it has to
start with public interest. If the
public is interested, then the
government will also be interested." • See Ethiopia, page 5.

personnel who will be working
with the new Office for Minority
Affairs. Edmonds said input
also will be gathered from the
Athletic Department, since
many minority students are involved in athletics at the University.
Jack Taylor, who will become
toe assistant vice president for
minority affairs in the new office, will take over the final
steps of starting the office, Edmonds said. Taylor previously
was acting director of Educational Development and the director of the Developmental

FREE DRYING
ALL THE TIME AT

I

One large 1-rtem pizza
5

can be seen at opposite ends of
the male image. According to
Phillips, androgyny doesnTalwavs mean taking on roles of
both sexes, but the image of
traditional sex roles.
Phillips said she felt that
while many young people are
implying similarity in external
appearance, they are not implying any strong internal
changes.
"For most people, this is just
impression management and
they are not moving toward
equality in beliefs and other
people, she said. "For example, the title of housewife has
been changed to domestic
management but there has
been no inner change concerning attitude."
For most college students
the trend will end as they graduate, Phillips said.
"Once students graduate
and are out in the business
world, they will be expected to
portray the stereotypical onthe-job image," she said.

Committee (Continued from page 1)

IEE BGSU TRANSFER
On any of our merchandise
with this coupon
Good till 3/31/85

WOOSTER COIN LAUNDRY
BEHIND OPEN PANTRY

Jeans N Things
531 Ridge

.J
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ROCKLEDGE MANOR
LARGE APARTMENTS

• Furnished • Two bathrooms • Garbage disposal
• Dishwasher • Laundry facilities available
-Plenty of extra storage spaceLocated on corner of S. College and 6th
Call 352-3841, 12-4 p.m. or 354-2260
John Newlove, Real Estate

PUFF'S
PIZZA & RESTAURANT
352-1596

Daily Luncheon Specials
and
Featuring

PIZZA & SALAD SMORGASBORD
DAILY 11-9 $3.50
Pizza-Subs-Salad Bar-Soups-Spaghetti Lasagne
Come & Enjoy our Nice Cozy Little Restaurant
11 to 1 a.m. Daily

PUFFS PIZZA & Restaurant

440 E. Court

PUFF'S
PIZZA
352-1596
440 E. COURT

LARGE 2
ITEM PIZZA \
II
$5.95
II
II
II
FREE
II
DELIVERY IIII
II

Need cash
for break?
Enter

The KEY

THE MOST

Spring Break Giveaway

MAN IN THE
COUNTRY

KAPPA SIGMA PROUDLY ANNOUNCES THEIR
1S85 Spring Pledge Class
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March 6 drawing.
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To qualify, order a 1985 KEY by 5 p.m. March 6
and be entered in the drawing. Orders are
being taken in the Union Foyer or the KEY
office, 310 Student Services. Or order by
calling 372-0086.
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Freddy and Frieda free of feathers
by Danielle Fischer
staff reporter

Making posters, going to secret meetings in the nest" and
attending University athletic
events in a heavy costume covered with feathers are only some
of the responsibilities of Freddie
and Frieda Falcon.
Those are the easy ones.
They also have to keep their
identities a secret, learn to manage their time efficiently and
maintain a high level of spirit.
Those aren't so easy, but rerlless of the responsibilities,
students chosen to be mas-

cots feel a special thrill in front
of the crowds and are honored to
represent the University.
Just ask the 1984-45 mascots Missy Cwiklinski, Wendy Gajarsky, Rick Goeke and Jim
Seeger.
"The toughest part," Seeger,
junior international business
major, said, "is keeping''our
mouth shut and, along with that,
your anonymity."
"WHEN IT COMES to sports,
I'm very vocal. I would see a
bad call in the (falcon) suit, and
I couldn't yell."
Gajarsky and Seeger's identi-

ties were revealed as they were
"beheaded" on Feb. 16 at the
BG-Miami hockey game.
Cwinklinski and Goeke were
"beheaded" Wednesday at the
BG-Northern Illinois basketball
game.
Being Frieda "fits in real well
with my personality," Gajarsky, junior psychology major, said. "It's a real high to put
the suit on and lust go running
around the crowa in the stands.
Cwiklinski, sophomore biology education major, said being Frieda was the "best way to
really show support for the
teams."

Application For

HOLLIS

A. MOORE MEMORIAL
SCHOLARSHIP

Deadline: Friday, March 29, 1985

The tlollls A. Moore Memorial Scholarship was established to recognize students who
contribute to Bowling Green State University through participation and leadership In
University Community activities. The first award will be in the amount of $500.
The recipient must be a rising Junior or Senior, maintain • 3.0 G.P.A.. demonstrate active
participation In University organizations and be available for a personal Interview with the
selection committee.
The application along with any supporting materials must be submitted to the Office of the
Vice President for University Relations. Mlletl Alumni Center by 5:00 p.m., Friday. March 29,
1985.
The recipient will be notified prior to any public announcement, on or about April 15, 1985.
Applications are available in the Office of the Vice President for University Relations, Mlletl
Alumni Center.
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TWO MALES AND and two
females are chosen in the spring
to be mascots for the following
academic year. The selection
process lasts for two weeks, Jim
Treeger, director of athletic promotions and mascot adviser,
said.
Hopefuls must first answer 12
questions related to being a
mascot. Tneir answers are evaluated and ranked numerically
by a mascot selection committee. This brings the number of
applicants down to a "workable
number," Treeger said.
Those who make it past the
first steps are then brought in
front of the committee for creative, personal and in-suit interviews.
For the creative interview, the
students bring in "props, gags
and ideas as u they re performing as a mascot that evening,"
Treeger said.
The top four or six students for
each position are then required
to perform in front of an audience at the Beta 500. Members of
the selection committee follow
each student as they appear as a
mascot and rate them numerically.
The totals are tabulated and
the top two males and females
are chosen as falcons.

HoCkeV birdS

Photo/University News Service

Wendy Gajarsky, the hockey "Frieda," and Jim Seeger, the hockey
"Freddie." were beheaded at last weekend's Saturday night hockey game.

FOUR STUDENTS ARE chosen so they can alternate their
appearances at the various
events. This year the mascots
met weekly in "the nest," a
secret location, to decide who
would cover each event and exchange ideas.
The work was divided evenly
between the two students playing each mascot.

"There's one Freddie and
we're just two people doing the
job," Seeger said.
The falcons perform at community as well as athletic
events.
"You name it, and they'll do it
if it's in good taste and respresents the University well,"
Treeger said.

f VARSITY SQUARE APTS. )
V

Gos heat hot watei and cooking included

In hoi

"Now that the secret's over,
people in my classes couldn't
Believe (Frieda is) me,
Cwiklinski said.
Being a mascot was "really
something special," Goeke, senior computer science major
said. "I can come back to BG
and see Freddie and say, 'Yeah,
that was me.'"

Office Hi9 5 M
S'll by OPpt

1 -2-3 Bedrooms
*
Beat the high cost of utilities. Let us
pay your heat, gas cooking, water and
trash pick up.
* Private entrance
* Single story
Laundry facilities
Quiet living
* Children & pets welcome

OFFICE LOCATED
1097 Varsity East

HOURS:
Monday-Friday 9-1,2-5
Saturday 10-12

353-7715

ASK ABOUT OUR MOVE IN SPECIAL

EVEN STRAIGHT A'S CANT
HELP IF YOU FLUNK TUITION.
Today, the toughen thing about going
to college a finding the money lo pay for it
But Army ROTC can help-two
ways!
Brat, vou can apply (or an Army
ROTC scholarship It coven tuition.
books, and supplies, and pays you
up to $ 1.000 each school year it's
in effect
But even if you're rax a
scholarship recipient,
ROTC can still help
with financial aasistance-upto$I.OOO
a year for your
last two years in
the program.
rormore
information,
contact your
Profeaiorof
'
Military Science
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•
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News Briefs
Goetz case reconsidered
NEW YORK (AP) - The case of subway
gunman Bernhard Goetz could be resubmitted
to a grand jury following revelations that he
calmly plotted his line of fire and shot twice at
one of four victims, officials said yesterday.
"We have been considering" resubmitting
the case, said Mary de Bourbon, a spokeswoman for District Attorney Robert Morgenthau.
Goetz was indicted only on weapons possession charges by a grand jury that also considered charges up to attempted murder in the
Dec. 22 shootings.
State law prohibits presenting a case to a
grand Jury twice unless the district attorney
shows new evidence, a clear indication that
the grand jury failed to conduct a complete
and impartial investigation, or some procedural or technical irregularity.
The revelations about the shootings included
a statement from a New Hampshire police
officer, C.T. Domian, who said Goetz told him
"he shot each of the individuals once and then
went back to the last individual and shot that
individual again, thinking he had missed him
the first time because there wasn't any evidence of blood on the person."

Tobacco program fought
WASHINGTON (AP) - Sen. Howard Metzenbaum, D-Ohio, joined congressmen, farmers and health groups Wednesday in calling
for the elimination of the federal government's tobacco program.
"Why should there be subsidization from the
federal government with respect to farming of
tobacco?" Metzenbaum asked at a news conference. "Why should there be restrictions
imposed by law, paid for with federal taxpayers' dollars, if this end product winds up being
a major factor in the loss of life and health for
many Americans."

Plipils (Continued from page 1)
relate how students feel about
They drew up three concluboiling water to how they feel sions:
about lighting a barbecue, a
pattern and significance devel• Fourth grade students were
found to be more anxious about
ops," he said.
First a pilot study was done to all areas of science than older
determine the reliability of the students;
survey with Bowling Green fifth
• Females were more anxious
and seventh graders. "We deter- than males in all areas except
mined that if was a reliable test the general application of scienfor this age group," Chiarelott tific techniques;
• Scientific achievement was
said.
In the spring of 1963, the test - directly related to anxiety, with
along with the Comprehensive lower achievement related to
Test of Basic Skills - was admin- higher anxiety.
istered to 500 fourth, sixth,
eighth and ninth grade students.
Chiarelott offers several ex"We then compared the results planations for these findings.
''Science
is taught in a maleof the science anxiety test with
those of the achievement test," oriented way, it is thought of as
Chiarelott said. "We presumed a male subject," he said. "Also,
that there would be a connection role models are predominantly
- the higher the anxiety level, male." With the exception of
nursing, women have not been
the lower the achievement."
encouraged to enter scientific
CHIARELOTT and Czerniak fields, he said.
He also attributes anxious
presented their findings to the
Annual Meeting of Teacher Edu- feelings to the fact that methods
cators in Las Vegas this month. classes for education majors

'Trigger' gene isolated
NEW YORK (AP) - Researchers say they
have isolated the gene for the "trigger" that
allows human cells to respond to insulin, an
important step toward better understanding of
"There are many possible causes for diabetes, but all of them involve insulin in some
way," said one of the researchers. Axel Ullrich of Genentech Inc. in South San Francisco.
Ullrich and others from Gene tech, working
in collaboration with Dr. Ora Rosen of Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center in New
York, said Wednesday they had identified the
gene that provides the blueprint for a molecule called the insulin receptor.
The receptor, located on the surface of
human cells, triggers cell changes when it
detects insulin outside the cell.

Chernenko writes
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. (AP) -Soviet President Konstantin Chernenko, in a letter delivered Wednesday to a group of U.S. veterans,
says the Soviet Union and United States must
join as they did in World War II "to stop the
madness of the arms race."
The letter was delivered in a hastily arranged ceremony at the Michigan Veterans
Facility by Viktor Isakov, deputy Soviet ambassador to the United States. A history class
at the veterans' home sent letters to the Soviet
leader and President Reagan in mid-January.
Most of those in the class are World War II
veterans.
The letter came less than two weeks before
U.S. and Soviet negotiators meet in Geneva to
discuss nuclear weapons.
The letters to Reagan and Chernenko.
signed by 14 veterans, said, "On behalf of all
the people, we beg you to forget your previous
disagreements ... forsake the burdens of
protocol and negotiate a final end to these
weapons."
Don Levy, who teaches the class, said he
had not received a reply from Reagan.

Ethiopia (Continued from page 3)
The solution to the problem is
money). The answer is a civil
not what the people want to
war - but this isn't possible
hear, however. "The solutions
because the rebels are too
aren't what people like because
weak."
they can't help (with their
"We need to think long term,"
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ALTHOUGH CHIARELOTT
said science methods classes at
the University do a fairly good
job of reducing anxiety, there is
still room for improvement.
"Students are still operating under what is called the 'Innocculation Concept.' They think that
once they have had science they
can forget about it," Chiarelotl
said. "Many students who are
taking science are deathly
afraid of it, and this blocks
learning."
Reducing anxiety at the elementary age can be done both
by training teachers adequately
and by using textbooks which
introduce science in a fresh and
exciting manner, Chiarelott
said.

Sicola said. "It's going to take a
lot of big things to get Ethiopia
on its feet again. But a lot can be
accomplished on a small scale
basis.''
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may have been remiss in dealing with teacher anxiety
"Eighty percent of teachers are
female and less than half of
them feel confident teaching science."
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Falcon caaers travel to Kent

BG playoff hopes are on the line
by Marc Delph
sports editor

"For all the marbles,"
"there's no tomorrow," "do or
die" and all the other cliches
that so along with a must-win
situation best describes Bowling
Green's final regular season
game tomorrow night at Kent,
against the Golden Flashes.
The Falcons need to beat the
third place Flashes and Toledo
must defeat Western Michigan
at Toledo for BG to go to the
Mid-American Conference tournament.
Chances are great that the
Rockets will down the Broncos
in Centennial Hall, but the Falcons will need to play as good or
better than they did in Wednesday's night's 90-79 win over

Northern Illinois to have a
chance to beat KSU.
The Flashes thrashed BG, 8066, in the first meeting of the two
teams.
"They played us the best of
any team we faced this season,"
BG coach John Weinert said.
"We weren't in the game; they
beat us bad."
KSU is 15-11 overall and 10-7 in
the conference and are led by
the most exciting guard duo the
MAC has seen in years, maybe
ever. They are Anthony Oner,
who is averaging over 21 points
per game and Larry Robbins
(19.2 ppg.).
"They may have the best
guard tandem in the MAC in 10
years," Weinert said. "They are
very hard to defense. They give
you matchup problems."

THE DEFENSETVE duties
will be allocated to BG guards
Keith Taylor and Frank Booker.
The Flashes also feature 6-J
center Terry Wearsch, who is
averaging 8.9 ppg., and "gives
them a legitimate threat down
low," according to Weinert.
Wearsch is also fourth in the
MAC in rebounding at an 8.6 per
game clip.
"They are a formidable opponent," Weinert said. "And I wish
they would have won (Wednesday) and they would have been
happy with sole possession of
third place."
The Flashes lost to last place
Central Michigan and remain in
a third place tie with UT.
The Falcons, however, will
put a completely different lineup
on the court at Kent tomorrow

COMPASSIONATE POWER

than the one that took the beatins earlier in the season. Ten
different Falcons have started
at different points In the season
with Taylor and freshman forward Anthony Robinson the only
players to start in all 36 games.
WEINERT'S NEW lineup has
won four of its last five games
and features the likes of 6-10
senior Freddie Bryant and a
healthy Booker at wing. Taylor,
who scored 35 points Wednesday, was moved from wing to
point guard. The other forward
spot is shared between freshman Jeff Shook and sophomore
Bob Nass. Both players have
emerged as defensive specialists. Nass will start at Kent.
"I'm really pleased with the
way we're playing now." Weinert said. "I wish I would have

made the change with Freddie
earlier. We now have four guys
surrounding Freddie who can
make nice passes to him.
"I think if we get to Toledo
(the dte of the MAC tournament) we will be a fine representative of Bowling Green," he
added.

MAC Standings
team
Ohio U. (21-7)
Miami (17-9)
Kent St. (15-11)
Toledo (15-12)
EMU (16-11)
WMU (12-14)
Ball St (11-15)
BG8U (12-14)
NTU (10-16)
CMU (9-17)

MAC record
14-3
12-5
10-7
H
M
7-10
7-10
6-11
6-11
4-13

NOW RENTING FOR
1985-86 SCHOOL YEAR

Only God's power can change our lives to set
us free to fulfill our potential
BOWLING GREEN COVENANT CHURCH invites you to attend its
service this Sunday and experience God's supernatural power at work

Prayer for healing and deliverance
Worship Service 9 30 AM (Sunday School and Nursery Provided)
1165 Haskins Rd (corner of Has kins and Wren Roads)
Students! Shuttle service available behind Prout Chapel at 9:10 AM.
For further Information, call 352-8483

* Two-bedroom apartments
'Fully furnished
'Natural gas heat, cable TV hook-up
and water paid by owner
* Laundry facilities, parking lot, bike shed
available
$560 per person per semester (4 people)
Located at Clough & Mercer Sis. 1 block
behind McDonalds Restaurant.
Call Rich at 352-7182
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Tankers
off to a
slow start
by Jeffrey Fix
sports reporter

With one-third of the competition done in the women's MidAmerican Conference
championship swim meet this
weekend. Bowling Green finds
themselves in a tough second
place position behind defending
champ Miami.
MlTis atop the MAC heep after
yesterday's competition with 364
team points. BG is barely within
striking distance at 291, Ohio
University is trailing badly at
203 while the rest of the teams
can already be counted out.
Why are the Falcons so far
behind after being picked as cofavorites with Miami prior to the
meet?
"Tonight we just didn't get
going like we should have," BG
head coach Rich Draper said. "1
would have hoped that we could
be a little bit closer than we are
now."
The fact of the matter is that
the women swam very well in
the preliminary events earlier in
the day. Well enough to place 20
swimmers in the finals in only
five events.
"This morning in the prelims
they really looked good,"
Draper said.
Despite this, only one of the
Falcon women finished as high
up as third place in the finals.
Jeanne Martinek took third in
•he 100-yard butterfly event.
• See Swimming on page 7

Gymnasts
host CMU
tonight
by Tom Skemlviu
sports reporter

Rob Reiner* new romantic comedy.

Like a snowball that starts
out at the top of the hill and
grows into a giant boulder which
flattens anything in its path, the
Bowling Green gymnasts wUl
try to continue their momentum
tonight at 6:00 against Central

The sure thing comes
once in a lifetime...
but the real thing
lasts forever.
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Starts March 1st at a Theatre Near You.
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The Falcons, who edged Western Michigan 174.85-171.6 last
week, hope to repeat their high
scoring against Mid-American
conference rival CMU.
This will be the Falcon tumblers last home meet of the
season and last meeting with a
MAC opponent before the conference championships March
16.
Although CMU is lodged in the
basement of the conference,
coach Charles Simpson said he
thinks the Chippewas should not
be taken too lightly.
"Central has been tough lately. Just because they're at the
bottom doesn't mean we're
going to beat them," Simpson
said. "On certain situations they
have gotten better scores than
we have."
The Falcons had been struggling going into last week's
meet, but the excellent showing
against the Broncos has given
Simpson an optimistic view of
the remaining season.
"We've got the momentum
turned around now," Simpson
said. "Last week gave us more
confidence."
THE TEAM, which had a
short week of practice, is confident about tonight's meet at
Eppler North.
'TVe only had two days of
practice this week, which had
the girls worried," Simpson
said.^'But yesterday (Wednesday) was a good practice. The
girls are optimistic.''
The Falcons are now 4-2 in the
MAC and 8-5 overall, but winning the remaining two meets is
not the number one priority for
the Falcons.
"Everybody likes to win, but
in gymnastics the point averages are what count the most,"
Simpson said. "We're more concerned about our scores right
now. We'd like scores in the 173,
174 range."
The final point totals determine who goes to the NCAA
regionals held next month in
Pittsburgh. As of now the Falcons are on track to make the
trip to the Steel City.
First they must travel to the
Unlversitv of Kentucky next
week, to face the Widcats. The
Falcons will then trv to knock off
retrains MAC champ Kent State
for the MAC championship.
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Roll will miss UIC series

Swimming

leers open CCHA tourney
by Steve Qulnn
MWant sports editor
Bowling Green's hockey team
has a new captain - Dave Randerson.
That's because senior captain
George Roll broke the arcromial
process, the tip of the shoulder
bone, in practice Monday. He
will be sidelined for the remainder of the year, including the
opening round of the Central
Collegiate Hockey Association
playoffs against Illinois-Chicago.
The Falcons host the Flames
in a two-game total goal format
tonight and tomorrow at 7.
"It's just something that happened,'' Roll said of his injury.
"Jonesy (trainer Bill Jones)
said he's never seen anything
like it in 10 years.
"I was pretty depressed at
first," he said. "It was hard
knowing the year is over. It
hurts more mentally than physically. I'll just have to cope with
Roll ends his fourth season
with the Falcons third in scoring
with 20 goals and 31 assists for 51
points, and finishes with a career total of 152. good enough for

Pros in the
1988 Winter
Olympics?
CALGARY, Alberta (AP) Professional hockey, soccer and
tennis players will be allowed to
compete in the Olympics, starting with the 1988 Calgary Winter
Games, the International Olympic Committee's executive
board decided today.
The decision, to allow those
under age 23 from all three
sports, must be ratified by the
IOC Congress at its meeting this
summer.

a three way tie for 13th with
Garry Galley and Chuck Gyles
among career scorers.
WHILE BG is losing one of its
top scorers, UIC welcomes the
return of Its leading scorer, Ray
Staszak (38-34-70), who sat out
last weekend's series against
the Falcons.
"One guy doesn't make a
team," Roll said of the team's
new personnel situation. "Sure
the guys are going to have to
pick up a little slack, but as long
as they play well, they can win.
We have a better team than they
do.
"They can't dwell on the fact
that I'm gone," he said. "I just
hope they realize it and won't it
even more."
Rob Urban will moving into
Roll's position, and skate with
Paul Ysebaert and Randerson.
Urban scored a goal and three
assists, against the Flames last
weekend, while Randerson tallied three times, and assisted on
two others.
Both had game-winners and
Randerson earned Jerry York's
nomination for CCHA player of
the week for his help in sweeping
the Flames. He has also been an
offensive catalyst during the
Falcons recent four game winning streak.
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MEN'S BASKETBALL - The
basketball team still has a
chance to make the trip to
Toledo and play in the MidAmerican Conference tournament, but first must beat Kent
State tomorrow at 8 p.m., and
hope for losses from Western
Michigan and Ball State.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL The women's team hope to
keep its playoff hopes alive
when they travel to Kent State
to play the Golden Flashes.

GYMNASTICS - In its final
home meet before the MidAmerlcan Conference
championships, BG hosts Central Michigan today at 6 p.m.
SOFTBALL— BG opens its
Softball season by competing in
the Mardi Gras tournament in
Thibodaux, La., today against
Sothern Illinois and Lamar,
and tomorrow against Nicholls
State.
WOMEN'S SWIMMING — In a
battle with Miami for the MidAmerican Conference title, the
Falcons have two days remaining in the MAC championships
held at Cooper Pool. The preliminary races begin at 12 p.m.
today and tomorrow, with the
finals of the respective preliminaries start at 7:30 p.m. both
nights.

THE PLAYOFFS BEGIN!
FALCONS

ILLINOIS2;HICAGO

I
I

TICKETS- $1.00
FOR STUDENT GEN. ADMISSION
ALL-SPORTS PASS NOT APPLICABLE!

Op»n 4 p.m.
VOIfD RF ST PIZ Zfl IN B C
Additional items. 754 «o
IMI DUivi»»
CMogofcywi.ia Expires 3/15/85 I

FALCON HOCKEY- YOUR
WEEKEND ENTERTAINMENT.

on* coupon p*i pizza

352-2611

A Special Thanks to all who helped
make the 1985 MDA Dance-a-thon
a success. Especially the dancers
and the following merchants:
Finder's Record Shop
Wizard's Graphics
BJ Food Emporium
The Falcon House
University Bookstore
T.O.'s Campus Corner
Noble Romans

MARY PFEIFER scored the
most for the Falcons, capturing
the one-meter diving
championship. Pfiefer was in
fifth place after the preliminary
diving competition but had a set
of outstanding dives that vaulted
her into first place.
Even though Bowling Green is
73 points behind, Draper said
that they are still within striking
distance with two full days of
competition left.
' 'It's going to be tough to come
back, but tomorrow is another
day," Draper said. "I would
certainly like to cut into their
lead. They've got a 73 point lead
and I'd like to get that down ten
or twenty points."
Preliminary events will be
held today and tomorrow at
noon and finals will be held both
nights at 7:30 p.m.

HOCKEY - The Falcons begin
their quest for a spot in the
NCAA tournament tonight and
tomorrow when they host Illinois-Chicago at the Ice Arena
at 7. The winner of the twogame total goal format will
advance to Joe Louis Arena in
Detroit for the semi-finals.

FRIDAY^SATURDAY 7:30

Includes haircut
good through March
valid only with coupon
walk-Ins welcome

W. Wooster

"When I got hurt back in December (bruised foot), it bothered me a little," Randerson
said. "It got me going. I wasn't
playing up to mv capabilities."
Being named captain, however, means nothing to the senior.
"It's playoff time," Randerson said. "It's one long six period game. Our confidence is at
an all-time high right now."
RANDERSON CITED the
team's most recent 8-5 win over
the Flames, in which BG overcame a 3-0 deficit, as the big
confidence builder.
Despite sweeping UIC, York
does not believe the Falcons can
take the series lightly.
"For Chicago It's going to be
the start of a new year, York
said. "It's probably the closest
of all the playoff games because
the fourth and fifth place teams
are playing. Ours Is the most
difficult to predict who's going
to win."
York said Gary Kruzich will
start in goal tonight, but will
make his future goaltending decicions on a day by day basis.
In other CCHA action, Miami
travels to CCHA champion
Michigan State; Lake Superior
hosts Michigan, and Ohio State
will play Westen Michigan in
Kalamazoo.

WINTER SPECIAL

Monty's offers you
Design Freedom Perm
$33 value
NOW $28
1 24

Continued from page 6

Sports Cap

Pagliai's
Sundance
Puff's
Lake Erie Sports
Myles Pizza
Myles Dairy Queen
The Greeting Exchange

NEWLOVE
MANAGEMENT
WANT A QUIET BUILDING
WITH FREE HEAT?
*
*
*
*
328 S. Main

12 month leases ONLY
1 Bedroom
Furnished
FREE heat, water, sewer
Very quiet building - ideal for grad students
Close to Campus
352-5620

STUDY BREAK TIME
aroara

6:00p.m. - midnight
Sun. - Sat.
Commons Dining Hall

GARDE N

6:30 - 11:30p.m.
Tues. - Sat.
Kreischer Dining Hall

TERRACE
11:00a.m. - 5:30p.m.
6:30p.m. - 11:00p.m.
Sun. - Thurs.
McDonald Complex

7:30 - 11:30p.m.
Sun. - Thurs.
Founders Dining Hall

MARCH 5
9-5:30
GRAND BALLROOM
NO APPOINTMENTS NEEDED

6:00p.m. - midnight
Sun. - Thurs.
Harshman Quad

Classifieds
JOIN THE ROYAL QREEN AT UPTOWN!
WEDNESDAY MARCH 6. HELP A NEEDY
BQSU STUDENT AND HIS FAMILY AND
DANCE THE NIGHT AWAY AT UPTOWN! THE
VICTOR KANE MEMORIAL FUND FOR THE
FAMILY'S MEDICAL EXPENSES.

PLACEMENT SCHEDULE
March 1

BG New/March 1, ISM 8

1086

Spec*! education taachar Onw LDBD
cartiiicaiion Rawdanlal atudants with behav■orW piootams
Vaar-round position
40
nra wk With mvo*r»menl *i taan wrofli Paar
group therapy A tam-y oounseang Salary lor a
BA $16690 wtth matters $20766 Bane
Ms health & dental insurance 5 wfcs al
purpose leave Recrurtera wi be at BGSU
placement otttce on Tuee March 5 between 10
am * 5 pm Make appta tor 3-5 w*h the
placement omot

Saa Europs and Earn 6 Hours ol CredKi
SUMMER STUDY IN NANTES FRANCE
Classes it Engtah
■Trawl Agant .4 speek
Registration torme avaaabW
Tuesday March 5. 0pm
Tha Franch House on Sorority Row

Tha University Bookstore w* Be dosed
Saturday March 9 and March IB IMS during
Spring Break Tha University Bookstore wa
aleo ba closed March 11 through March 15.
1965 lor the annual physical inventory We w*
return to tegular hours on Monday. March 18.
1985

ATTENTION ALL STUM NTH
STOP IN THE IA BUILDiNG RIGHT NOW! OET
YOUR TICKETS AT THE AMA SOOTH IN
ORDER TO WIN A FREE TRIP TO HAWAII OR
AN ATARI HOME COMPUTER

LOST
Size 6 ring w'ttvee diamonds It lound PLEASE
cal 2-4239 RavarO
lost Gray sorel w'CS 360 notes
pteaae cal Messes 2-6347

K lound

RIDES
Lou-fens Bound'
II so. ndo 1a needed to Baton Rouge or New
Orleans area tor Spring Break Cal Qreg at
352 2731
fade needed Two need ride to Norm Carosna
RaleigrvNew Bern area tor Spring Break Cal
354 7608
Ride needed:
To University ol Cincinnati Friday anytime W*J
help with gee Cal Patty 2 6121 or 22001
Rkta needed to Toledo airport, tor 11 OOam
•gnt March g wa help with get Cal Snusuke
352-3270
Ride needed to Jamestown. N Y (Erie or But.
lap areel lor Sprng Break 354-8*00

ATTENTION AMA MEMBERS
HAWAIIAN BEER BLAST - BE PREPARED
FOR SPRING BREAK 1 BRING YOUR
FRIENDS CHECK BULLET* BOARD FOR
DETAILS
Atltnllon Criminal Juetsc* and Pm Criminal
Jurtk* Majors: C.J.O. matting Monday,
March 4. IMS at 7:30 pm in th* Campui
Roonvjlrd floor) ol tha Student Union. Quasi
spaakar will ba Judge Bachman. Proa and
opan loan.

LOST « FOUND
LOST Glasses in beige glass case Lost on
Friday. February 22 1985 near or around
KoOackar Hal Cat 2 5431
LOST Pearl rmg with 2 smal diamond* on
Tues 2 26 al or new Rec center Daap. deeo
sentvnenlal value Pleas■ ratum* REWARD'
354-8811

IMda Available to Toronto tor Spring break.
leering Friday. March 0 - returning Outstay,
March 17. Call 354-0521

SERVICES OFFERED
FOUTS TYPING
Superior re tasty on a Xerox memory writer.
II 00 page Ids) On campus pick-up (MF|
4 00 pm 688 2579
TUCKER TYPING
Proleaaronal equipment tor
your needs Cal Nancy 3520809

Pizza 1/2 price
MONDAY and WEDNESDAY
4-9 p.m. 352-3551

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
20 mitas from Bowing Green Bring your
papers etc to us. or sand <n the marl 423 S.
Man. FoeUria. Oh 44830 Cal now' 435-

5824

OMtCMIATUIJlTIONS TO KAREN HUtMAUM
FOR AECEIVINQ ALL GREEK WHO* WHO!
ALSO CONGRATULATIONS TO MARY
ANITAS AND KELLY ECKLES FOR YOUR
OUTSTANDING SCHOLARSHIP 11 WAY TO
00 KO'sl
Congrstulahons Marl Morom and DeOt»e Dean
on your PM PM - Alpha XI atiiaaarlng -Your Phi
Psi brothers
Conexlering the tect we dktn't have a horse, me
OG Del water aoU learn sure fkd s gr eel Kb
You are »1 (Yippee!!)
LOW, D—a Qamma
ENJOY SPRING BREAK ON THE WHITE
SANDS. OF THE GOLF OF MEXICO AT
THE MARINER INN
BEAUTIFUL BEACHES. NEAR ALL FORMS OF
ENTERTAINMENT ON OKALOOSA ISLAND
CALL OR WRITE FOR RESERVATION
208 SANTA ROSA BLVD .
FT WALTON BEACH. FL 32548.
(»04| 243-7168
10% OFF WITH THIS AD
(3 NT MM REQUIREDI
OFFER GOOD UNTIL MAY 20
IEASTER WEEK INCLUDED)
• ■ SPRING BREAK GIVEAWAY ■ ' '
Order a IMS KEY and automatlcaly
ouaWy lo win one ol six $ 100
cash prizes' Drawing 5pm.
March 6 ORDER YOUR KEY NOW"
Union Foyer ol Ota KEY ofUca
372-0088

Good Job Scon Tien and Mike Taylor tor a
great x» during the Leadership Conference
Your Phi Pal brothers
Abortion, pregnancy tests
student rates
CENTER FOR CHOICE
downtown Toledo

4192557769

Inside Only!

CHRIO CHtLOVITZ.
GET PSYCHED FOR THE ALPHA PHI FORMAL WE ARE GCHNG TO HAVE A GREAT
TIME WHO KNOWS MAYBE IT WILL BE AS
SPECIAL AS PROM NIGHT' I LOVE YOU.
YOUR BUDDY, USA

Tha PN Pal bothers congratuktu our house
mom Mary Kacmardc on a wonderful fob with
the Leadership Ccrifaranca
ToddHea.
CorvgraMaaons on your mnaOon Mo Beta Tau
Delta and being named outstanding pledge'
The Brothers (20-31-1)
To my PN Dal data.
I'm the one who should be tharsung you. so
thanks' I had an excelanl tima> Sorry agan
about tha itair' I didn't know my own itrength?
Have tun catchrig rays'
Your AX data. Hannah
To My (Marl Alack Raoenean,

___^

To the many friends ol W*e WkJvnen who
remembered hrm wfth floral offerings, hie lamay
would ike to Offer a grateful thank you
Tna laway 01 WHM wloniHan
TO THE WOMAN'S TENNIS TEAM
HAVE A GOOD TIME IN FLA KICK SOME
BUTT ANO SAY HI TO ROD FOR ME
TIFFs HUSBAND
P S DON'T WORRY JUNE WONT BE FLYING
THE PLANE

Trice.
Good Luck in your skating competitxxi
tomorrow Keep snvAn"
Lowya1 Peg
USE YOUR UNDERGRADUATE STUOENT
GOVERNMENT WERE HERE TO SERVE
YOU VOICE YOUR OPINION TUESDAYS
7 30 112 LIFE SCIENCE

• ■ ■ SPRING BREAK GIVEAWAY » ■ ■
Order a 1985 KEY and eutometicaiy
queHy to win one of aut S100
cash prizes' Drawing 5pm.
March 8 ORDER YOUR KEY NOW!!!
Union Foyer or the KEY Office
3720080

GYRO'S

• • • SPRING BREAK GIVEAWAY ■ ■ ■
Order a 1986 KEY and automatvcaly
OusMy lo w«i one ol six S100
caahpriieai Drawing 5pm
March 6 - ORDER YOUR KEY NOW1"
Union Foyer or the KEY olRce
372-0088

Crankcr's Eats & Sweets
110 W. Poe Rd.

353-1890
FREE DELIVERY
FREE Soft Drink

PERSONALS

with purchase of 2 Gyro's

-Attar Hours ' aren't fust tor waekandei Party at
STREAMER S Monday rwjhts M 4a.m.
Al Gats Winter Corda - 40% Otl
Guys Lea Cord $9 95 i $13 95
-loans H Things 531 RMge

MIDNITC SttOWESa
CIA ZEl

l". INI MA \&2

TH€ ®
rCAMINATOfl

i Rolling Stones

[GIMME
SHELTER

ARNOLD
CHWaeZ€N€GG€fl
THOPI«OAY STUOENT NIOHT
WITH V AUDIO
ONLY $2.00

C INfMA I 8.'!

i big city cop. A small country boy

Alpha Gem's. Dans and Alpha Slgs CongrMuWwns on winrwvg lha Anchor SpjaShll Job wal
done
Low. The Dee Gees
Alpha XI Detle • Dens Tan OeNa
"Oear your Ian" wHh the
WET OHAVERt Ii coming eoettll
Alpha XiS- gat ready tor the Pta Tau baskslbal
marethon' Good Luck
Sarah'
AssoMala wsth Mia beat Laratda CM Alpfca
A loasl lo the |acui». an untorgattabla
dnnar?>. and our Kappa Skg - Pt> Mu Formal
dales Tom and Brooke. Yabade-yaoedo-yebado-doo''' Thanks tor a lernftc everxng
Arm and Barb
ATTENTION
AEROTECH CLUB MEETING
MON. MARCH 4th Bpm
127BTECHBLDQ

11 AWAH0 NC«t»t4AT10fs«
asON-THOfl 7:»0

HARBISON FORD
IS JOHN BOOK IN

winmcss .MMAD])EUS

AT 7:30 « 9:30 fjg ^sSB^FRKSUN 7 * 9:40 [Pi ,1|
EVE. ADULTS 13.50
WED. STUDENTS ONLY $2.00

CLA-ZEl

ALPHA OELTtll GET IvEADV FOR A GREAT
TIME TIM nWAY. THE PHI PSI't AM
READY TO GO HAWAHANII

THE
BREAK FAST
CLUB
LH

Attention PI Kapaa:
Congratulations lo Don and Elan on your recent
•vaaar and thanks to our kaptured deles who
helped us pound the bear Tna future Rockledge quarters team waa reefy vary sad. but
Eggmonsler's attempt to pick up Marsha wasn't
al that bad. Tonight we're gonna party with tha
Kapaa Kappa Gammas, but ekaoe wa oan't
Itod a rhyme...study, study, ladyl
AXO's
GET EXCITED FOR
HERA DAY'
AX'S
"Ain't no mourrakn high enough to heap ma
irom you' I think that says n al Thanks lor
making me leal axe "one of the larrviy " I love
you el «X love and nvne. Hannah

• HENRY x •
PLAYS PHI KAPPA TAU
BEER BLAST
TONIGHT NE CC44MONS 8 30-1 am

JAM AND SLAM AT THE
MARATHON PARTY
FRI NE COMMONS 8 30- 100am

Kappas Whal a way to show that snthuoaam'
Congrats on winrxng the Anchor Sptaah "sprit'
sward
The Waters ol Deaa Gamma
lambda Chi Alpha quote of the week.
Tin toons, you fsti behind the more Ume you
axel haw » catch up.
Lambda CM Alpha: The Fraternity of the
Man ol Phi Kappa Par- Gat ready to goHewalan
tonight with tha Alpha Dens' Our last tea waa
great but tonight's wal be awn better - we
guarrmteel"
MICHAEL RENZIA GREAT BtQ HAPPY SRTHDAY HUG ANO
K6S FOR YOUR 21st" WERE SORRY ITS
LATE BUT HOPE IT WA8 GREAT!
LOVE. KHAMY ANO DEBBIE

PHI TAU'I
AXO'i ARE EXTREMELY EXCITED FOR A
SUPER WEEKENO! GOOD LUCK M THE
MARATHON!
PN Tau's.
The Kappa's are psyched tor your naslnltisl
Mstalhon We I be shooting for number ana!
Pi KappaBa prepared tor a ton awnng Sea you tonight!

Th

U
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Al Swm Surts > Shorts 20% off
Thursday . Friday. Saturday
Falcon House 140 E Wooater

Uitesi by True* Mklwi Jiffc

49 Young salmon
50 Alter a
suggestion
53 Badger
54 Journalist
Tarbell
57 Religious ligure
59 Location In
47 Across
60 Cheerio. Italian
style
01 Teak
82 Mowing
63 Listening
devices
04 Time period
06 Hideaway
DOWN
1 Money
exchsnge
premium

31 Military
2 Placsfor
49 Dacorator'a
choica
clot has
Blcahousa
50 Contaat at
3 Alan
33 Arm ol tha
4 Summar shad*
Aquaduct
Madltarranaan
51 Aaaam
5 Uaas th• kiln
35 Prsaidaovar
silkworm
amaatlng
6 Family mamt-Sf
52 isolatad rock
7 Swaatanarj
36 Mathana.
53 Mrs Hatmar
drmk
for ona
41 Foundad Abbr
8 Songs, in
55 Sandra and
Ruby
46 Corpukant
Stuttgan
56 Dill of old
47 Noaaorhand
9 Choi'votcas
56 Gardsnar's
10 Dispiaass
loiiowsnaad
46 D Aflsgnsn i
11 An ill wind no
59 Agas and agas
ona plays
companion
good"
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE;
12 Maka onaa way
rll'JHIII (-il.IM.ill LK'IU i
15 Soorvaat
19 Common
IIII
II
III'I^I
allmanta
IIIIUMIIIII
21 Excavation
24 Adyualackxk
25 Lab apparatus
28 Eaaa
27 Kind ol pitch
or lore*
28 Malay gibbon
29 Padaatriani'
crossing
30 FlynnoMllm
lama

in

4

mi i i
inn niiiiiiii
Hiiif.iiiiiriiiii
miii'i

iiuwi mill

lIMIItillli HUIIM
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1 or 2 m riffle needed tor 65-68 school year
Near campus. wO haw own room Free heeterr came TV Cal Chrto soon 354-6352
Roommate needed lor SprngySummer
Apt Comer of S Coflege > Napokton.
near drive-thru naeaorvsble. Cal Don
or Damon 354-8141.

Scon Sterneckert Congrats on your Sigma Chi
Beaour Award Nomination Al your hard work
hie linaty pax) off! I'm proud of you and I low
you Taraaa

• SPRaNO BREAK GIVEAWAY ■ ■ ■
Order a 1986 KEY and automatlcaly
quBtfy to wet ona of MX tlOO
cash prizes' Drawng 5pm.
March 6
ORDER YOUR KEY NOW"! 3720008
Union Foyer or the KEY office

"

|

'
|

5" 1
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S10-S360 Weekly Up MeAng Circulars' No
boa iaa'quotas' Smceraly interested rush selfaddressed envelope Oept AM-7CEG. PO Boa
830 Woodstock. IL 60098

FOR SALE

Roto Toms and other drum eojuxsment 6745563 or reply to OCMB 42971
Round trip Urine ticket to Ft Leuderdex) tor
Sprxva Break 372-1064
SAK.0O4R0 PRODUCTS: Norta. Spartan.
Freedom RAF salt other*, discount* HI wind
saas. 170 South Broadangh. Cokjmbul. Otto
43209
Sharp RP-117 TurntaOle Plays both side*
sutomaecety Bast offer Cal 372 4761
1975 Plymouth Vatanl. 3 speed on the column, wry dependable work or school car.
S450 or best offer cal 354-7734
FOR SALE: COMMADORE VrC-21 WITH
MODEM. WHl SELL SEPARETELY HARDLY
SEEN USED. ASKING S100 OUT WILL TAKE
BEST OFFER ALSO. FOR INFO. CALL SS47421 ANO ASK FOR DON.
OP weight bench, keroeene healer. BSD
■outer S40 each, king-size oak water bad with
bookcau and e-drewer pedestal 352-5343.
372-2097
1978 Honda Civic Wagon- 4 spd 64.000 m
35 mpg SI795/bssl offer 362 4834 evee
FOR SALE Electric typewriter MM fjetactrlc II.
4 yrs on. axoaaant condHon,
S475 352-4265
SUPER SINGLE WATERBED. COMPLETE. 8
MOS OLD. EXC CONDITION
MOVING.
MUST SELL $100 OR BEST OFFER 352
3185

FOR RENT
Apt* tor rent
after 7pm

1 Male Apt mat* needed rnmerjatei.
room SI 26 mo Cal Kurt 362-0765

Apt tor sublet - SLIMMER Furnished 3 room
efficiency. 2 blocks from campus Cal Suaan.
364 8576 10 II 30

Own

1 NON-SMOKING F ROOMMATE NEEDED
85-86 YEAR LARGE APT CALL 362-3986

HELP WANTED
ACCOUNTANT
Entry teval or experienced
Cal us today at 471-1440
Job Exchange Sm toe.
Camp Vocamas Beted In West Matord. N J |1
hour from New York City I la looking lor quasi xtd
statt to work wrth unOerprrvefeged chldren We
wM be ccriducting miarviawi on campus on
March 5th in the Grand Balroom Pteaae atop
by or if thai rs not poaaaHa, writ* lor an
appacabon to Camp Vacamas. 258 Macopm
Rd Weal Mlford, N J 07480
COMPUTER OPENtsOS
Entry level or experienced
Hiring now' Cal 471 1440
Job Exchenge Smal toe
DO YOU BUOY WORKING WITH OtKDREN?
ARE YOU A CAMNQ, SHARkNO. CREATIVE
PERSON? CONSIDER A StJaWDI CAMP
STAFF POSITION:
SUPERVISORS
WATERFRONT STAFF (WSI, BOATINOI
SPECIALISTS:
OUTDOOR EDUCATION
ARTS 4 CRAFTS.MUSIC.DRAMA.SPORTS.
COUNSELORS
CONTACT:
AnisfMd Day Cart*>Car*p wit.
Jewish Community Cantor ISO* Meyfletd
Read
Clawautd Hatghl*. Ottto 04111
Manager
Seeking energetic, riduslnous noMOual tor
quick copy operator Long hour* 4 hard work
are rewarded with salary profit sharing 4
excel benefits 2 4 yr busmen degree 4
apparribls business experienc* pteffiad but
not reouxed Sand ktttor of appacalluii 4
reeume to Knko't 325 E Wooater. BG. Ohio
43402

phone 287-4841 (local cal]

CARTY RENTALS
House- 926 E Wooeler
4 bedroom tor 8 students
Apt*-311 E Merry St
2 bedroom lor 4 students
line heat, cable, water 4 sewagel
J130 each S585'semesler
630 N Summit. $ 125'each
3 men apt*- 316 E Marry SI.
Summer Reman at Special Rales lor
House* Rooms Apts
Office Hours 11.4 pmal 316 E Marry Apt 3
or phone anytime for info 352-7366
On* and two bedroom epertmentsyhouees
doss to campus S and V Rentals 9am-3pm
3527454 After 5pm cal 632 7555
3 bdrm turn . 1 b* cempue S475 prut uM 12
mo raaae 353-3855
3 Male roommalea need a 4th Share a a»g*.
comfortable house extremely ctoee to campus
Onfy S125/par month-your own room, pkxt
ulwtiee nduded' AeAatlll March 10.
352-3166

Apartments. Houees Duptexae
Cat 364-2280 or 352-8553
John Nawfow Real Eltata
319 E Wooater

3 bedroom lurrxsned duplex $191250 a
semester (S425mtonth). $450 tor Summar
354-1279.
2 bdrm brick ranch Fum- 1 bat campus S375
plus utdaas Grad sludents or couple pre

lened 353 3855
House* I Apt* for 1965-66 school year
Smith Boggs Ranters 352-9467 Dtwn 124pm or 352-891 7 after 6 00pm
NeedF students to Id apts and nouses Aval
now Near campui Pit -352-7365
Apt. tor Rent tor Spring Sei
2 bedroom, tufty fum. spt. Heat, CeMo T.V.
heekup, water paid by owner. Ctoee to
■a. Call 401-7101 aak tar Wait.
Sleeping rooms aval Fum I unfurn Aval 2nd
semester Neat 4 dean Cal Newtow Mgmt
3525620

The Student Wellness
Center presents:

4

FREE BROCHURES * TANNING TIPS *
INFORMATION *AND FUN
"

•Typist
Part-time typM needed lor a quick copy operation Must be able to type a minimum ol 60
wpm. ffsxtje) hours svatable Apply in person st
KmkoS325E Wooater

Roomatefsl lor 3 bedroom rumiehad duplex
S400 semester svasable Summer or Fat 352
2274

Learn how to get a safe, healthy tan!

1

1'

Naad 2 rwn-smoking male roommetes for '8586 Oosa to campus- Field Manor $106 25
par month Plus uttbae. Cal 372-3382 Ask
tor Tom

SENSIBLE FUN
IN THE SUN

■i

*

CW-OS
GET SET FOR OUR PRE-BREAK PARTY
THE BROTHERS OF 8MMA NU

NEEDED One temele (non-smokxig) roommate
tor 05-08. Cheap and doae to campus' Cal
Barb 2 5488 or JoAnn 354 8992 Cal soon'

lilt

HUIIH llllillll IIIKJII
III.11II.I II" 11II lU ilII III

il

Big Susie.
You're always there whan I naad a friend Your
the bast big a parson could have end I'm gayd
your mnei Who alas couk) put up with my
ineenttyi
Love Your We. Hannah

SAM II HAPPY HOUR*- 4 TO Opm
IF YOU ARE 21, WE WH.L OE HAPPY
TO SERVE TOW

TV BROADCASTER
ENTRY LEVEL
Hang nowi Cal 471-1440
Job Exchange. Smal f—

B2FordEXP Exceesnf cofKMion 354 1392

WANTED

? Sir Bit

liMU UdllHU
IIHM.I
Mill) I till III I 1,1 Mil
i ii imi
limn
MI.IHMII
HI II I III I

' '

Al Swim Surts I Shorts 20% otl
Thursday ■ Friday - Saturday
Falcon House 140 E Wooeler

"Star Search
Audfllona lor womena band eenoue. dedicated
end experienced musoens (drums, lead S baaa
gurlar. keyboards, saxaphone, flute trench
horn, ingara. etc I Mutt haw own netru
mam* Cal Tara tor datae 0 Nna ol audition
352 7439

PHI TAU MARATHON PARTY
FRIDAY NE <XXv»*ONS 8 30-1 OOam

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Thanks
1
5 Falsa QOd
S Unad up
13 LollODMg.Oi
14 War hero
Murphy
16 Spot'or a jawai
17 Parly 1o
18 Fronl-wha*.
auspanston
20 Wlna: Comb
lorm
21 AalaorFaia,
so
22 Taikad
nonaanaa
23 Goddaaaol
discord
25 PoaauOtaci
26 Rtsoufca
28 San sat tonal
29 Ftxadcharga
32 Cnchalgtif
33 Rhlna faadar
34 Baau.a.g.
38 Cosmauc plant
37 SaWrnarti
30 Oanca. in Haifa
40 Wavsr
42 UaaaahutiM
43 On lha summit
44 Taapracuraor
45 Salads
4/ liideonoi
Gutenberg
48 'Thereby hang*

O What M WEUNESS7
A Tha ritegielluii of body. mmd. and spmt- the
spprecstion that everything you do. and think
and leal, and beeew has an impact on your
irate of neafth
Want more MoT? Check out the Studenl
Weenees Canter 220 Heath Carrier 2-0302

JW SEEDER -ALIA* FREDDsE FALCON.
WE WERE SO HAPPY ANO PROUD WHEN WE
FOUNO OUT THE TRUTH! iUT, WHO ELSE
COULD IT HAVE iElHTI?!
LOVE YA LOTS, DEBBIE ANO Km
JO* THE ROYAL GREEN AT UPTOWN!
WEDNESDAY MARCH 0. HELP A NEEDY
BOSU STUDENT ANO HM FAMILY AND
DANCE THE NIGHT AWAY AT UPTOWN! THE
VICTOR KANE MEMORIAL FUND FOR THE
FAeKY'SMtPK^EXPBtOES.
Kappa Sigma B Team
CcngraMabona on a super hannual season
You're al winners

THE FRESH AIR FUND, a 108 year ok)
independent, non-prof", agency, sends 2500
unaerprivteged New York City chMren lo
summer camp, tree ol charge, each summer
To team more about Tha Fund and its chaoengIng summer camp opportunities for cooege
sludents. plan lo meet wrth Tha Freeh Ax Fund
representatrw at the BGSU Camp Day. Tuesday. March 5

Oclogon fish tank lor I
354-1588 sfter 5pm

50% OFF ALL CONVERSE
BASKETBALL SHOES
LOCKER ROOM
109 N MAIN

352-4683

Pregnancy Procssm?
Free lesls S help
HeartBaat ol Tostdo
1241-9131

SALES TRAt*f*3 OPPORTUNrTY
Good rramng program lor marturttng or busi
nees sludents
Ful time
summar
Pay
S150'wk pkra cortvmrasion Transportation
needed On campui intarviewl March 21.
1985 Cal co-op office 372-2461 Of stop by
222 Adnvn Btdg

For Sole: Kemwed HO. ttarw Set: lap*
deck, equalizer and receiwr 4 Technics
Linear Turntable. AH tor Nag 1750. For Into
csH Fsdi or Sam al 112-0141 or 352-4312

GRAND OPENING OF DIBENEDETTO S
New pooeoom Fn 3/1 a DJ w*
playing your favorite records 9pm- 1am
PLUS win a free prize napjaiar tor a
free pool stick. 4 n. party sub
with beverage, T-shirts A many more

TYPING. SERVICES
15 yre experience term papers letters.
resumes 1865-2240 fliteanable rate*

Happy B-0ayOK7 OKi
Low. Your Roomie

Progressive
mpeny seekxiu ambitious md>
wdual lor summer employment Excessnt expe
nence for th* buslnessmmded individual
purausig a buamess degree Wi involve the
coordwiahon of outmga and spec* events
Minrmum of two years of undergraduate study
and Aextjte hours s must Sand personal
mlormstion or resume to Geeuga Lake Personnal Deot 1080 Aurora Rd.. Aunjra. OH
4420*.
•
,
Sole Ratal. Pert hme. Mneea 4 neelth Flexible
hours Please writa to 110 ES Boundary.
Perrysburg 43561

Wed. March 6 * Union Foyer * 9:00 to 3:00

THURSTIN APARTMENTS
AIR CONDfTtONaNO. FULLY CARPETED, CABLEV1SION EFFICIENCY. LAUNDRY FACaJTIES NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER 4 FALL
451 THURSTIN AVE 352-6436
2 bedroom apt*

l 362-4380

ROCKLEDGE MANOR
Largs 2 bdrm . turn apt.
rkehwaatvti. extra storage
Comer of S Coaegel Sixth
Cal 362-3841 12-4 or 354-2280
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

Fal 1986
2 bdrm. turn apt
362-2883
2 OORM. APT*. FURN 4 UNFURN
t PPiVATE OlEEPtNO ROOMS
Mator .Mtrtiet 4 cable TV turn
111 Steak off campus.
Call Tata
MarvFrl 7am-nosn 112-4*71
Iw't 4 wnlllltll 111-1000
aMta. eat. S. Main St.. $240 ant. MMtMe.
Caff S-10 aa> SS4-71S4
rtOUOlS APS A*AliTaSBn« Ctoee to Cam1-207-1141

